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AbstractBinary NP consists of all sets of �nite structures which are express-ible in existential second order logic with second order quanti�cationrestricted to relations of arity 2. We look at semantical restrictionsof binary NP, where the second order quanti�ers range only over cer-tain classes of relations. We consider mainly three types of classesof relations: unary functions, order relations and graphs with degreebounds.We show that many of these restrictions have the same expressivepower and establish a 4-level strict hierarchy, represented by sets, per-mutations, unary functions and arbitrary binary relations, respectively.
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1 IntroductionIt is a well-known fact that many results, tools, and techniques of mathemat-ical logic break down when only �nite structures are considered as models(cf. [Gur88]). Although this restriction to �nite structures is of little inter-est in most areas of traditional mathematics the situation is quite di�erentin computer science. It was therefore mainly with applications to computerscience in mind that �nite model theory was developed in the last few years,and a number of fascinating connections between logic and, in particular,database theory and complexity theory have been discovered. For instance,most computational complexity classes have been characterized in terms ofdescriptional complexity, i.e., as classes of model sets of sentences in somesyntactically de�ned logic.One of the earliest such results, and the most inuential, was Fagin'sTheorem [Fag74], which characterizes the complexity classNP by existentialsecond order logic. This result created hopes that it might be possible toattack some of the main open problems of complexity theory with methodsof logic.The one powerful proof method of model theory which survives the trans-fer to the �nite realm is Fra��ss�e's theorem [Fra54], mainly used in the formof Ehrenfeucht games [Ehr61]. In an attempt to tackle the NP vs. coNPproblem Fagin considered monadic NP that is the class of those sets ofstructures that can be characterized by existential second order sentences,in which second order quanti�ers range only over monadic relations, i.e.,sets. He then used an Ehrenfeucht game to prove that the set of connectedgraphs (which is in monadic coNP) is not in monadic NP, thus showingthat monadic NP is not closed under complement [Fag75].Since then more and more powerful methods for using Ehrenfeucht gameshave been developed and have led to various extensions and strengthenings ofthis result [AF90, dR87, FSV95, Sch94, Sch95, KS96]. However, this successhas been con�ned to the monadic fragment of existential second order logic,and new techniques seem necessary to analyse the expressive power of higherfragments such as binary NP (where second order quanti�ers range overbinary relations).On the other hand, we know that the hierarchy induced by restrictingthe arity of quanti�ed relations is strict: Ajtai showed in [Ajt83] with in-volved combinatorial arguments that for all k, quanti�cation over (k+1)-aryrelations is strictly more powerful than quanti�cation over relations of ar-ity at most k. However, the separating example in Ajtai's proof is a set of(k+1)-ary hypergraphs; it is not known whether the hierarchy is strict for a3



�xed signature. In particular, we are not able to prove for any graph class inNP that it is not in binary NP. In fact one quanti�er over binary relationssu�ces to express many natural graph properties.It was shown by Lynch [Lyn82, Lyn92] that, for every k > 1, k-aryNP, the fragment of existential second order logic in which quanti�cationis allowed over at most k-ary relations, captures at least all sets of stringsthat are accepted by a nondeterministic Turing machine in time O(nk). Inparticular, BinNP captures nondeterministic quadratic time on strings. Itis an interesting open problem to �nd a (natural) graph problem that isnot in BinNP. As a BinNP formula can be evaluated in quadratic spaceand every problem on strings can be easily translated into a problem ongraphs, it follows directly from the space hierarchy theorem that there existgraph problems in PSPACE that are not in BinNP. On the other hand,the evaluation of a BinNP formula on a nondeterministic polynomial-timebounded Turing machine needs only a quadratic amount of nondetermin-ism. Hence, by an analogue argument, if every NP graph problem were inBinNP, then every NP problem would need only a quadratic amount ofnondeterminism.In order to gain insight into the expressive power of binary quanti�ers,we look at semantical restrictions, where these quanti�ers range only overcertain classes of relations. For instance, in order to express that a graphhas a Hamiltonian cycle, it is enough to quantify over one successor relationand to check that successive elements are connected by an edge.Some such restrictions have been considered in the literature: subsetsof the set of edges [Tur84], unary functions (which su�ce for capturingnondeterministic linear time) [Gra90, DR94] and certain pairing relationson strings [LST95].Of course, when restricting second order quanti�cation in this way, inorder to obtain interesting results, we have to use interesting classes ofrelations.1In this paper we will mainly consider three types of classes of binaryrelations:� unary functions;� order relations;1Any set S of graphs can easily be de�ned by the sentence 9E08x; y (E(x; y) $E0(x; y)), where E0 ranges over those binary relations which are the edge set of a graphin S. 4



� graphs with degree bounds.Furthermore, we look at addition, equivalence relations and graphs withat most linearly many arcs.As a result we obtain the hierarchy indicated in Figure 1, where classeswithin one box are of the same expressive power, and (strict) inclusion isupwards. � partial order relations� arbitrary binary relationsj� unary functions� linear order relations� equivalence relations� addition� graphs with bounded outdegree� graphs with linearly many arcsj� permutations� successor relations� graphs with bounded degreej� setsFigure 1: The inclusion structure of some fragments of binary NP. Allinclusions are strictCounting from the bottom, box #1 is monadicNP and box #4 is binaryNP.It should be pointed out that we do not limit the number of second orderquanti�ers. For a recent result on restricting the number of quanti�ed unaryfunctions see [Loe96].The separation at the bottom is well{known: structures with an evennumber of elements are easily de�ned with permutations, but impossible tode�ne with sets. The separation at the top can be proved directly usingAjtai's main lemma from [Ajt83]; we will prove it with a reduction. Forthe separation between #2 and #3 we will show in fact that the set ofgraphs in which the number of vertices equals the number of arcs can not beexpressed by permutations but by unary functions. The proof of this resultcombines the mentioned lemma of Ajtai with a winning strategy argumentfor Ehrenfeucht games (cf. [Sch94]). 5



It should be noted that in the case of ordered structures the situationis di�erent. As Etienne Grandjean [Gra] pointed out, levels #2 and #3coincide in this case (because any linear order can be represented as theimage of the given linear order under a permutation).It was shown by Shelah and Baldwin that in the case of in�nite struc-tures there are only four di�erent classes of �rst-order de�nable second-orderquanti�ers, represented by binary relations, permutations, unary relationsand empty relations, respectively [She73, Bal85, BS85, She86].All our equivalence results are based on techniques for expressing onekind of relation by another. We systematize this argument with the notionof representability of a class of relations by another class of relations.This de�nition, together with the other necessary formal preliminaries,is given in Section 2. In the following sections we move from the top to thebottom of Figure 1:� In Section 3 we investigate level 4 and separate it from level 3;� In Section 4 we investigate level 3;� In Section 5 we investigate level 2 and separate it from level 1;� In Section 6 we separate level 2 from level 3.Finally, Section 7 gives a short discussion.We would like to thank Etienne Grandjean, Ron Fagin, John Baldwin,Yuri Gurevich and an anonymous referee for a lot of helpful suggestions.
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2 Preliminaries2.1 De�nitionsWe make use of the following notations.A �nite structure A with universe U , relations R1; : : : ; Rl and constantsc1; : : : ; cm is written hU;R1; : : : ; Rl; c1; : : : ; cmi. We also refer to the universeof A by jAj. If A is a �nite structure and S1; : : : ; Sp and d1; : : : ; dq areadditional relations and constants on jAj we write hA;S1; : : : ; Sp; d1; : : : ; dqifor the extension of A by the new relations and constants. We view unaryfunctions f as binary relations via f(x) = y () (x; y) 2 f . Unless otherwisestated, graphs are always directed and do not need to be loop-free.In all our proofs we assume that the universes contain at least 3 elementsto omit technical subtleties. Of course, smaller universes can always be dealtwith in the �rst order part of our formulas.We are interested in sets of �nite structures which can be de�ned byexistential second order sentences, where the second order quanti�ers arerestricted to range only over certain kinds of binary relations. We will lookat the following types of binary relations:� arbitrary binary relations (BinRel);� unary functions (UnF );� permutations, i.e. bijective unary functions (Perm);� partial orders (PartOrd);� linear orders (LinOrd);� successor relations (Succ);� equivalence relations, i.e. symmetric, reexive, transitive relations(Equiv);� ternary relations which are isomorphic to the addition on an initialsegment of the integers2 (Add);� directed graphs with outdegree at most k (k -OutDegGr);� directed graphs with total degree at most k (k -DegGr);� relations with at most n arcs, where n is the size of the universe(Linear).2Of course these are no binary relations. But it turns out that the resulting classcoincides with a subclass of binary NP. 7



In this list, the names of the respective sets of �nite structures are indi-cated in parentheses. E.g., LinOrd is the set of all �nite structures hU;Riwith universe U and a linear order R on U .Let in the following � denote an arbitrary relational signature and let �be a signature with one relation symbol R.2.1 De�nitionGiven a set C of �nite �-structures and a set D of �nite structures, wesay that C is in 9D FO, i� there is a k and a �rst order formula  over�hR1; : : : ; Rki such that for every �nite structure A the following holds:A 2 C () there are relations R1; : : : ; Rk on jAj, suchthat� hjAj; Rii 2 D, for every i, and� hA;R1; : : : ; Rki j=  .We will often say that a set of structures is expressible by permutations(unary functions etc.), if it is in 9Perm FO (9UnF FO resp.).In our applications � will almost always consist of a single binary relationsymbol.Let BinNP be the class of sets of structures that are expressible byarbitrary binary relations.To show that a class 9C FO is contained in a class 9D FO, we willalways prove that relations of C can be encoded into one or several relationsof type D in a �rst order manner. This connection is formalized in the nextde�nition and in Lemma 2.3.2.2 De�nitionGiven a set C of �nite � -structures and a set D of �nite structures, we saythat C is representable by D if there are l; p and a �rst-order formula 'over hS1; : : : ; Sli with tuples x and y = (y1; : : : ; yp) of free variables, suchthat for every structure hU;Ri 2 C, there exists a tuple S = S1; : : : ; Sl ofrelations over U , ful�lling hU; Sii 2 D, for every i, and a tuple b = b1; : : : ; bpof elements of U such that for every a:a 2 R() hU; S; b; ai j= ':Examples are found in Sections 3, 4 and 5.In our setting the notion of representability plays a similar role as thenotion of interpretability does in the context of �rst-order logic (cf. [EF95]).8



The tuple y in the de�nition of representability will give us an extra amountof freedom to handle special cases and will simplify some of the construc-tions.2.3 LemmaIf a set C of � -structures is representable byD and C 2 9D FO then 9C FO �9D FO.Proof.The proof is straightforward but notationally complicated. Nevertheless,we present it in detail because this lemma is the essential tool for provingmost of our results.Let L 2 9C FO be a set of �-structures. By De�nition 2.1 there are anumber k and a �rst order sentence  over �hR1; : : : ; Rki such thatA 2 L () there are relations R1; : : : ; Rk on jAj such that:hjAj; Rii 2 C, for every i = 1; : : : ; k, and (1)hA;R1; : : : ; Rki j=  :Since C 2 9D FO, De�nition 2.1 gives us a number m and a �rst-ordersentence � over �hT1; : : : ; Tmi such that for every A and every relation R onA: hjAj; Ri 2 C () there are relations T1; : : : ; Tm on jAj such that:hjAj; Tji 2 D; for every j = 1; : : : ;m, andhA; T1; : : : ; Tmi j= �:For i = 1; : : : ; k, we let �i be the formula obtained from � by replacing therelation symbols R with Ri and T1; : : : ; Tm with Ti1; : : : ; Tim, respectively.Then (1) can be rewritten as:A 2 L () there are relations Ri; Ti1; : : : ; Tim on jAj,for i = 1; : : : ; k, such that1: hjAj; Tiji 2 D; for i = 1; : : : ; k; j = 1; : : : ;m; (2)2: hjAj; Ri; Ti1; : : : ; Timi j= �i; for i = 1; : : : ; k, and3: hA;R1; : : : ; Rki j=  :Since �i does not contain any relation symbols other thanRi; Ti1; : : : ; Tim,and  contains only symbols from � and R1; : : : ; Rk, we can combine 2. and3. into one expression and obtain: 9



A 2 L () there are relations Ri; Ti1; : : : ; Tim on jAj,for i = 1; : : : ; k, such that1: hjAj; Tiji 2 D; for i = 1; : : : ; k; j = 1; : : : ;m, and (3)2: hA;R1; : : : ; Rk; T11; : : : ; Tkmi j=  ^ k̂i=1 �i:We now use the representability of C in order to eliminate the relationsR1; : : : ; Rk. Let l; p and ' be as in De�nition 2.2. We let 'i be the formulaobtained from ' by replacing the relation symbols S1; : : : ; Sl with Si1; : : : ; Siland the variables y1; : : : ; yp with yi1; : : : ; yim, respectively.Now any relation Ri with hjAj; Rii 2 C can be represented by D-relationsSi1; : : : ; Sil and elements bi1; : : : ; bip, in such a way thata 2 Ri () hjAj; Si1; : : : ; Sil; bi1; : : : ; bip; ai j= 'i:Therefore, if we replace the atom Ri(x) by the formula 'i(x) - thus obtaining~�i from � and ~ from  - we can conclude from (3)A 2 L =) there are relations Si1; : : : ; Sil; Ti1; : : : ; Tim on jAj andelements bi1; : : : ; bip 2 jAj, for i = 1; : : : ; k such thathjAj; Tiji 2 D; for i = 1; : : : ; k; j = 1; : : : ;m, (4)hjAj; Siji 2 D; for i = 1; : : : ; k; j = 1; : : : ; l, andhA; T11; : : : ; Tkm; S11; : : : ; Skl; b11; : : : ; bkpi j= ~ ^ k̂i=1 ~�i:Now, let the right-hand side of (4) be given. De�ne the relationsR1; : : : ; Rkby settingRi := fa j hA; Ti1; : : : ; Tim; Si1; : : : ; Sil; bi1; : : : ; bip; ai j= 'ig:Then we obtain from the last condition in (4)hA;R1; : : : ; Rk; T11; : : : ; Tkm; S11; : : : ; Skl; b11; : : : ; bkpi j=  ^ k̂i=1 �i:Since the only relation symbols in  are R1; : : : ; Rk and those of �, andthe only ones in �i are Ri; Ti1; : : : ; Tim, we can break this up into10



(i) hjAj; Ri; Ti1; : : : ; Timi j= �i; for i = 1; : : : ; k, and(ii) hA;R1; : : : ; Rki j=  .As, furthermore, we know that hjAj; Tiji 2 D, for all i; j, this gives usthe right hand side of (2), hence A 2 L, as required. 2It should be noted that C 2 9D FO is an essential condition in thestatement of Lemma 2.3. But most of the classes that we investigate areeven �rst-order decidable. The only two exceptions are Succ and Linear .Two vertices of a structureA are adjacent if they occur in a tuple of one ofthe relations of A. The distance d(u; v) between vertices u and v is the mini-mal k such that there exist v0 = u; v1; : : : ; vk = v and every vi is adjacent tovi+1 for i < k. For a substructure H of A we set d(v;H) := minu2H d(u; v).2.2 GamesThe de�nitions of this subsection are needed only in Section 6.As mentioned in the introduction Ehrenfeucht games [Ehr61] are im-portant for proving inexpressibility results. The rules of a �rst-order (FO)Ehrenfeucht game are as follows.There are two players, Spoiler and Duplicator. They play on two struc-tures A1; A2. Spoiler's aim is to prove a di�erence between A1 and A2,whereas Duplicator tries to make them look alike.They play a �xed number, k, of rounds. In every round, Spoiler choosesan element of one of the two structures. Then Duplicator chooses an elementof the other structure. We write ai for the element of A1, chosen in roundi, and a0i for the element of A2, chosen in round i.At the end of the game, Duplicator wins if the structures induced by thechosen elements are isomorphic under an isomorphism which maps ai to a0ifor every i.The importance of Ehrenfeucht games results from the fact that Spoilerhas a k-round winning strategy on structures A1; A2 i� there exists a �rst-order formula ' of quanti�er rank (i.e., nesting depth of quanti�ers) atmost k which holds in A1 but not in A2. For our purposes the followingformulation of this connection is su�cient.2.4 Theorem[Ehr61, Fra54] Let L be a set of structures. L is �rst order de�nable, if andonly if there is a �xed k, such that, whenever A1 2 L and A2 62 L, then11



Spoiler has a winning strategy in the k-round FO Ehrenfeucht game on A1and A2.For a proof of this theorem and a rigorous de�nition of quanti�er ranksee [EF95].Ehrenfeucht games can be extended to characterize second order express-ibility [Fag75, Ten75, Loe91]. For Monadic NP Ajtai and Fagin [AF90] in-vented such a game which can be easily transferred to other existential SOlogics. As we are going to use Ehrenfeucht games to separate the subclassesof BinNP induced by permutations and unary functions respectively, wegive here a version of the game for expressibility by permutations.The Permutation game for a set L of graphs consists of the followingsteps.3(1) Spoiler chooses numbers k and l.(2) Duplicator selects a graph A1 2 L.(3) Spoiler chooses a tuple f = (f1; : : : ; fl) of permutations on jA1j.(4) Duplicator selects a graph A2 62 L and a tuple f 0 = (f 01; : : : ; f 0l ) ofpermutations on jA2j.(5) Spoiler and Duplicator play a k-round FO Ehrenfeucht game on thestructures hA1; fi and hA2; f 0i.Analogously to the result of Ajtai and Fagin we get the following.2.5 TheoremA set L of graphs is 9Perm FO, if and only if Spoiler has a winning strategyin the Permutation game over L.The unary function game (UF game) is de�ned analogously in an obviousway. For the proof of our main separation we need a modi�ed version of thisgame. The modi�ed UF game has the additional feature that Duplicatorhas to choose a graph A2 on the same vertex set as A1 and is not allowedto choose any functions by himself. Instead, the �rst order game is playedon the structures hA1; fi and hA2; fi.This makes the game more di�cult for Duplicator. In fact, a winningstrategy of Spoiler in the modi�ed UF game on a set S does not imply theexpressibility of S by unary functions.43The reader should keep in mind that we view permutations as binary relations.4For the corresponding modi�ed set game, Fagin de�nes an equivalent logic in [Fag96].12



In Section 6 we need the following model-theoretic notions. We say thattwo structures A1 and A2 are k-equivalent if for every �rst-order formula' of quanti�er rank at most k it holds that A1 j= ' () A2 j= '. Fromthe remark before Theorem 2.4 it follows that this is the case if and only ifDuplicator has a winning strategy in the k-round Ehrenfeucht game on A1and A2. The k-type, �k(A), of a structure A is its equivalence class withrespect to k-equivalence.We will make use of the fact that for �xed k and a �xed signature (i.e.,�xed number and arities of the relations of the structure) the number ofdi�erent k-types is �nite (cf. [EF95]).Finally we state a version of the Weak Extension Theorem from [Sch95].It says that under certain circumstances a winning strategy of Duplicator onsubstructuresH1 of A1 and H2 of A2 can be extended to a winning strategyon A1 and A2.Let the e-neighbourhood of H1 in A1 be de�ned as the set of all verticesa with d(a;H1) � e. We say that Duplicator has a distance respectingwinning strategy on neighbourhoods of H1 and H2, if he can play in such away that d(ai;H1) = d(a0i;H2) for every i.2.6 TheoremLet k > 0.Let A1; A2 be two structures and letH1 andH2 be induced substructuresof A1 and A2, respectively.Let N(H1) (N(H2) denote the 2k-neighbourhood of H1 in A1 (H2 inA2).Duplicator has a winning strategy in the k-round FO Ehrenfeucht gameon A1 and A2, if the following conditions are ful�lled.(i) Duplicator has a distance respecting winning strategy in the k-roundEhrenfeucht game on N(H1) and N(H2).(ii) There is a distance respecting isomorphism � from A1�H1 to A2�H2(i.e., d(a;H1) = d(�(a);H2) for every a 2 A1 �H1).
13



3 The Power of Partial OrdersIn this section we show that quanti�cation over partial order relations al-ready has the same power as BinNP. In fact, it follows from our proof thatpartial orders of maximal depth 1 are su�cient.3.1 Theorem(a) 9UnF FO � 9BinRel FO.(b) 9BinRel FO = 9PartOrd FO.Proof.(a) The inclusion holds because every unary function is also a binary re-lation.Let E2 and E4 be a 2-ary, (resp. 4-ary) relation symbol.To obtain a strict inclusion we show that the set of graphs P2 =fhV;E2i : jE2j is eveng is in the class 9BinRel FO but not in 9UnF FO.In [Ajt83], it is shown that a binary relation and a linear ordering onvertices are su�cient to express the evenness of the number of edges ina graph (in fact, one binary relation is enough, but we will not provethat here). So P2 is clearly in 9BinRel FO. The negative part willalso be derived from results stated in [Ajt83].Let P4 = fhV;E4i : jE4j is even g. We denote by BinF the class ofstructures with a binary function.Claim If P2 is in 9UnF FO then P4 is in 9BinF FO.The idea is to view pairs of elements of the universe V as elements ofa universe V 0 = V � V . One unary function on V 0 can be encoded bytwo binary functions on V . On the other hand, the number of 4-tuplesover V equals the number of edges over V 0.Hence, if the parity of the number of edges over V 0 can be expressed in9UnF FO (where the unary functions are functions over V 0), then theparity of the number of 4-tuples over V can be expressed in 9BinF FO.But Theorem 2.1 in [Ajt83] tells us that P4 cannot even be expressedby ternary relations. Hence P2 is not in 9UnF FO.(b) We show that BinRel is representable by PartOrd . This gives theinclusion from left to right. The opposite inclusion is obvious.In fact we show a bit more, in that the partial orders we use are ofdepth one. I.e. there are no x 6= y 6= z ful�lling x � y � z.14



Let, for the moment, E be a binary relation over a universe of evensize.Our representation makes use of the following simple idea: we takea bijection from one half of the universe into the other half of theuniverse. This bijection is of course a partial order. We call thebijection <0 and the two sets it induces A and B.These sets induce a partition of the arcs of E into arcs from A to A,from A to B, from B to A and from B to B. Each of these four sets ofarcs is represented by a di�erent partial order relation. Two of thesepartial orders are easily obtained:{ x <1 y () x 2 A and y 2 B and E(x; y),{ x <2 y () x 2 B and y 2 A and E(x; y).Obviously <1 and <2 are partial orders.To represent the arcs from A to A and from B to B we make againuse of <0. We represent an arc from x to y, where both x and y arein A by an arc from x to the image of y under <0, which is a vertexin B. Analogously we represent the arcs from B to B. More formally:x <3 y () x 2 A and there is z 2 A such that E(x; z) andz <0 y; andx <4 y () x 2 B and there is z 2 B such that E(x; z) andy <0 z:We note that in both cases z = x is allowed. This represents arcs(x; x).It is easy to see that <1; <2; <3 and <4 are partial orders of depthone.This completes the description of the representation in case the uni-verse is of even size. If the universe is of odd size there remains a singlevertex x0 that is not matched by <0. We represent the arcs from Ato x0 within <1, the arcs from B to x0 within <2, the arcs from x0to A within <4 and the arcs from x0 to B within <3. To representan arc from x0 to x0 we make use of one additional element y1 in thede�nition of representability. If x0 = y1 then there is a self-loop in x0,if they are di�erent there is no such self-loop.15



It is easy to see that a �rst order formula is su�cient to decode thearcs of E from <0; : : : ; <4; y1. 2
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4 The Power of Unary FunctionsWhen considering the expressive power of unary functions it is worthwile tonote that unary functions can be used to give an exact characterization ofnondeterministic linear time on RAMs, if inputs are encoded as functionalstructures, e.g. graphs are represented by a universe which is divided intotwo disjoints parts V [E (V for vertices, E for edges) and two functions fromE to V , which encode the edges of the graph. A set L of such structures,closed under isomorphism, is decidable in linear time on RAMs i� L 29UnFFO(8), where 9UnFFO(8) is the restriction of 9UnFFO to formulaswith only one �rst-order universal quanti�er (see [Gra90, GO94] for moredetails).In this section we show the following theorem.4.1 TheoremFor every k � 1, the following classes coincide.� 9UnF FO� 9Equiv FO� 9LinOrd FO� 9Add FO� 9k -OutDegGr FO� 9Linear FOProof. The theorem follows from the next two lemmas. We note that,with the only exception Linear all the sets of structures are �rst-order de-�nable. 24.2 Lemma(a) UnF is representable by Equiv.(b) Equiv is representable by LinOrd.(c) LinOrd is representable by Add .(d) Add is representable by UnF .Proof. 17



(a) The proof proceeds in two steps. We de�ne an intermediate class,PartUnF . It consists of all �nite structures with one binary relationwhich is the graph of a partial unary function f ful�lling the followingcondition: if f(x) = y for some x and y then either f(y) = y or f(y)is not de�ned. In other words, the graph of f has no directed pathsof length 2 or more. We show that UnF is representable by PartUnFand that PartUnF is representable by Equiv.1. UnF is representable by PartUnFLet hU; fi be a structure with a unary function f (represented as abinary relation). The components of f consist of trees the roots ofwhich are connected to a directed cycle. Therefore f is 3-colourable(we do not worry about loops). Given such a colouring with colours,say, red, green and blue, we de�ne the partial unary function fr byfr(x) = y () f(x) = y and y is coloured red.Correspondingly we de�ne fg and fb. We get f = fr [ fg [ fb and allof hU; fri; hU; fgi; hU; fbi are in PartUnF .2. PartUnF is representable by EquivLet hU; fi be from PartUnF . We construct two equivalence relations,E1 and E2. The equivalence classes of E1 are all non-empty setsSy := fx j f(x) = yg and the set of all remaining elements (thosex such that f(x) is unde�ned). E2 has as its equivalence classes allsets Sy4fyg, where Sy is nonempty and all sets fzg of remaining ele-ments. Here, 4 denotes the symmetric di�erence. Of course the setsin E1 are pairwise disjoint. The sets in E2 are pairwise disjoint becausewhenever f(x) = y then f(y) = y or f(y) is unde�ned. Hence E1 andE2 induce equivalence relations. From these equivalence relations f iseasily recovered in a �rst-order manner.(b) Let E be an equivalence relation on f1; : : : ; ng. Let <1 be a linearorder in which the equivalence classes of E constitute connected in-tervals. I.e., for any two elements x; y of the same class there is noz of a di�erent class with x <1 z <1 y. Let m(C) denote, for every18



equivalence class C its maximal element with respect to <1. Let <2be a linear order in which these maximal elements are the smallestelements and choose y1 such that z �2 y1 i� z = m(C) for some C.Then two elements x; y are in the same equivalence class if there existsno z such that x �1 z <1 y and z �2 y1.(c) Of course an addition relation on an initial segment of the naturalnumbers induces a linear order.(d) Let Bitn be the binary relation on the set f0; : : : ; ng which ful�lsBitn(x; y) () the y-th bit of x is one.A relation R on a set U is called a bit-relation, if hU;Ri is isomorphicto hf0; : : : ; ng;Bitni. Of course, addition on U can be de�nd in a �rstorder manner from a bit-relation R and the corresponding linear order.From [Gra90] it is known that LinOrd is representable by UnF . Itremains only to show how Bitn can be encoded in a �rst order mannerby a unary function on f0; : : : ; ng.We de�ne, for every x 2 f0; : : : ; ng,h(x) := maxfi j 2i divides xg;the number of zeros at the end of the binary representation of x.The i-th bit of x is on, if and only if for the maximal number y � xwhich has h(y) � i it holds that h(y) = 1.It is easy to see that, given h, we can de�ne Bit explicitly by a �rst-order formula. 24.3 Lemma(a) For every k, UnF is representable by k -OutDegGr.(b) For every k, k -OutDegGr is representable by Linear.(c) Linear is representable by UnF and Linear 2 9UnF FO.Proof.(a) Of course, every unary function is a graph of outdegree one.19



(b) A graph of total degree at most k has at most kn edges. Hence suchgraphs are easily representable by k graphs of at most n edges.(c) Let hU;Ri be a structure with n vertices and at most n edges . Werepresent the edges of R by two unary functions f1; f2 and two verticesy1; y2 in the following way. y1 and y2 are chosen such that (y1; y2) 62 R.We assign to every edge e = (x; y) of R a unique vertex a and de�nef1(a) := x; f2(a) := y:We say that a represents e. For all remaining vertices b we de�nef1(b) = y1 and f2(b) = y2.This shows that Linear is representable by UnF .That a structure hU;Ri is in Linear can be tested similarly, by usingtwo unary functions and checking that every edge is represented by atleast one vertex. Of course, functions f1; f2 with this property do notexist if R has more than n edges. 2In [DR94] it is shown that k unary functions can be represented byone single graph of bounded out-degree (where the out-degree depends onlyon k). In particular this shows that all classes mentioned above can beexpressed by one single binary quanti�er.
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5 The Power of Permutations5.1 Theorem(a) Monadic NP � 9Perm FO.(b) For every k � 1, the following classes coincide.� 9Perm FO� 9Succ FO� 9k -DegGr FOProof.(a) First we show that structures with a unary relation are representableby Perm, which implies Monadic NP � 9Perm FO.Let hU;Ri be a structure with a unary relation R. Every permuta-tion on U de�nes the set of its �xed points. On the other hand, forevery subset R � U there is a permutation f which leaves exactly theelements of R �xed, unless jUnRj = 1. We handle the latter case bymaking use of two additional elements, y1; y2. We set y1 := y2 := y, ifUnR = fyg. Otherwise we choose di�erent elements y1 and y2.Therefore it holds x 2 R() f(x) = x ^ :(x = y1 ^ x = y2)On the other hand the inclusion is proper, because� even cardinality of the universe is not expressible in MonadicNP,but� a permutation f which ful�ls f(f(x)) = x and f(x) 6= x, for everyx, exists i� the universe has even cardinality.(b) is shown by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 below. 25.2 Lemma(a) For every k � 2, Perm is representable by k -DegGr.(b) Perm is representable by 1-DegGr .(c) For every k � 1, k -DegGr is representable by Perm.Proof. 21



(a) Of course, permutations have total degree two.(b) The edges of the graph of a permutation can be properly coloured with3 colours. The edges of every colour class can be represented by onegraph of total degree at most one.(c) Let G be a graph of total degree at most k.We represent the loops of G by a function f0 in the same way as werepresented sets in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let G0 be the remaininggraph, i.e., G without loops.We make use of an extended version of Vizing's theorem (see for exam-ple [WW90]) which says that in a loop-free graph of maximal vertexdegree k, in which between any two vertices there are at most d edges,the edges can be coloured with k + d colours in such a way that notwo edges of the same colour share a common vertex.In our setting we have d = 2, so we need at most k+2 colours for theedges of G0.Let the edges of G0 be coloured with colours 1; : : : ; k+2. We representthe edges of G0 by de�ning fi(x) = y and fi(y) = x, for every edge(x; y) of colour i. For all remaining z and i we set fi(z) = z. Ofcourse this doesn't tell us the orientation of the edges. To get thisinformation we choose f 0i such that f 0i(x) = x just in case there is anedge (x; y) coloured with i for some y.Again it is easy to see that there is a �rst order formula that decides(x; y) 2 E, given the fi and f 0i . 25.3 Lemma(a) Perm is representable by Succ.(b) Succ is representable by Perm and Succ 2 9Perm FO.Proof.(a) Let hU; fi 2 Perm. We �rst show how we can represent a subsetR � U by two successor relations. Let a1; : : : ; am be the elements ofR and b1; : : : ; bl be the elements of UnR. Let s be the succesor rela-tion induced by the sequence a1; : : : ; am; b1; : : : ; bl (i.e., s(ai) = ai+1 for22



i < m, s(am) = b1 and s(bi) = bi+1 (for i < l). Analogously let the suc-cessor relation s0 be induced by the sequence bl; bl�1; : : : ; b1; a1; : : : ; am.Let furthermore y1 := am. Thenx 2 R () s(x) = s0(x) or x = y1:We represent the �xed points of f by a unary relation R0. The re-maining part of f , respresented as a graph, consists of disjoint directedcycles. It is easy to see that there exist two successor relations s1 ands2 such that if f(x) = y 6= x it holds that s1(x) = y or s2(x) = y. E.g.,from any cycle of length n we can put n � 1 edges into one successorrelation and the remaining one into the other.Of course si(x) = y now also holds for some pairs (x; y) that arenot edges of f . Therefore, we make use of two additional subsets, R1and R2, of the universe, each encoded by two successor relations as de-scribed above. We get f(x) = y i� (s1(x) = y and x 2 R1) or (s2(x) =y and x 2 R2) or (x = y and x 2 R0).(b) A successor relation s can be represented by a permutation f and aconstant a by de�ning f(x) := y, if s(x) = y and f(a) := b, where aand b are the maximal and minimal element of the successor relationrespectively. So Succ is easily representable by Perm.We show next that the set of structures hU; fi in which f is a connectedpermutation is in 9Perm FO. From this we can easily conclude thatSucc 2 9Perm FO.In order to express the fact that a permutation f is connected, weare going to use another permutation t together with a set A of bn2celements (which can be represented as the set of �xed points of yetanother permutation).If f is indeed connected, we name the elements of the universe 1; : : : ; nsuch that, for every i, f(i) = i + 1 modulo n. We choose A =f1; : : : ; bn2cg, and de�ne t(i) := 2i for i 2 A, the values of t(i) fori 62 A are irrelevant. We note that the set t(A) consists exactly of theeven elements of f1; : : : ; ng. In particular, at most one of x and f(x)can be in t(A), for every x.Figure 2 illustrates the de�nition of t and A for n = 9.Then the system (f; t; A) has the following �rst-order expressible prop-erties. 23



1(/).*-+, // LL2(/).*-+, // II3(/).*-+, // ��4(/).*-+, ��666666666666666zz9(/).*-+,OO 8(/).*-+,oo 7(/).*-+,oo 6(/).*-+,oo 5(/).*-+,ooFigure 2: The de�nition of t and A for n = 9. A = f1; 2; 3; 4g; a = 9, f isindicated by solid edges, t by dotted edges (only for vertices in A).(1) there is exactly one a 62 A with f(a) 2 A;(2) for every x 6= a it holds that x 2 t(A) if and only if f(x) 62 t(A).(3) for every x 2 A it holds that t(f(x)) = f(f(t(x))).(4) t(f(a)) = f(f(a)).In order to show that (1)-(4) imply that f is connected, consider Gf ,the graph of f . As f is a permutation, it consists of a number ofdisjoint cycles. Property (1) implies that, for all but two x, it holdsthat x 2 A () f(x) 2 A. Hence each of these cycles contains eitheronly vertices in A (call such cycles A-cycles) or only vertices in A,except for the cycle C0 which contains a. (1) also implies that C0consists of one consecutive A-part (beginning with f(a)), followed bya consecutive A-part (ending with a).Properties (3) and (4) assure that t maps the A-part of C0 to C0.Let us now assume the existence of another cycle C 6= C0. From (2)it follows that t(A) \ C 6= ;. Hence there are a cycle C 0 (either anA-cycle or C0) and a x 2 C 0 such that t(x) 2 C. (3) implies thatt(C 0) � C, therefore C 0 6= C0. Applying (2) again, we can concludethat jCj � 2jC 0j. But this means that for every C 6= C0 there is aC 0 6= C0 with at most half as many elements, yielding a decreasingchain, hence no C 6= C0 can exist. 2From this lemma we get the following corollary.5.4 CorollaryThe set of connected undirected graphs is in 9Perm FO.24



Proof. Sekanina [Sek60] has shown that a graph G is connected if andonly if its cube contains a hamiltonian cycle. In the cube of G two verticesx and y are adjacent i� their distance in G is at most 3.Hence a graph G is connected, i� there exists a successor relation on theuniverse of G such that the distance between any two successive vertices(and between the maximum and minimum vertex) is at most 3. 2
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6 Unary Functions are Stronger than Permuta-tionsIn this section we show that 9Perm FO is strictly included in 9UnF FO.Let HalfEdge be the set of graphs in which the number of edges equalsbn22 c, where n is the number of vertices and let nEdge be the set of all graphsin which the number of edges equals the number of vertices. We show thatnEdge is in 9UnF FO but not in 9Perm FO.Remember that graphs are always directed.As an intermediate step we �rst show that Duplicator has a winningstrategy in the modi�ed UF game (as de�ned in Section 2) on HalfEdge.We make use of Ajtai's result [Ajt83] that �rst order logic fails dra-matically in distinguishing between sets of even and odd size. If A is a�-structure, T an additional relation symbol and ' a �rst order formulaover �hT i, we write Seven' (A) for the number of relations T with an evennumber of elements such that ' holds in hA; T i (analogously Sodd' (A)).Ajtai formulated his theorem for unary relations, but it is easy to deducea version for any arity from it. For our purposes we use the following.6.1 Theorem ([Ajt83])Let T be a binary relation symbol, ' a �rst order formula and � > 0. Thenfor all but �nitely many n and every structure A of size n it holds thatjSeven' (A)� Sodd' (A)j � 2n2�n2��:We note that the proof of Ajtai's original result is rather involved.From this theorem Ajtai concluded that the set of graphs with an evennumber of edges is not (weakly5) expressible in Monadic NP even in thepresence of arbitrary built-in relations. It follows immediately that Duplica-tor has a winning strategy in the (MonadicNP) Ajtai-Fagin game over thisset of graphs. The following theorem strengthens this result slightly withHalfEdge instead of the set of graphs with an even number of edges. Theproof is similar to the original one of Ajtai [Ajt83].6.2 TheoremDuplicator has a winning strategy in the modi�ed UF game on HalfEdge.Proof. Let HalfEdgen denote the set of graphs from HalfEdge with uni-verse f1; : : : ; ng. Correspondingly, let HalfEdgen be the set of graphs with5Here weak expressibility essentially means that there exists a formula which expressesthe property for in�nitely many sizes. 26



universe f1; : : : ; ng that are not in HalfEdge. The proof is by contradiction.Let us assume that Spoiler has a winning strategy in the game on HalfEdge.This means that there are k and l such that for every n and for everygraph G1 2 HalfEdgen there exist unary functions f = f1; : : : ; fl such thatfor all graphs G2 2 HalfEdgen it holds that Spoiler has a winning strategy inthe k-round game on hG1; fi and hG2; fi), (i.e., �k(hG1; fi) 6= �k(hG2; fi)).6The number of graphs in HalfEdgen is � n2b 12n2c� > 2n2n2 = 2n2�2 logn, anumber which is, for large n, much greater than the number of l-tuples ofunary functions on f1; : : : ; ng, which is nln = 2ln logn.Hence, for every n, there is some tuple f and a set G � HalfEdgen ofsize at least 2n2�(ln+2) logn such that, for every G1 2 G and G2 2 HalfEdgen,Spoiler has a winning strategy in the k-round Ehrenfeucht game on hG1; fiand hG2; fi).That Spoiler has a winning strategy implies that there is a set A of k-types such that �k(hG1; fi) 2 A, for all G1 2 G and �k(hG2; fi) 62 A, for allG2 2 HalfEdgen.For every n, we �x such a set A(n) of k-types. As there is only a �nitenumber of k-types there exists a set A0 such that A0 = A(n), for in�nitelymany n. Let � be a �rst order formula such that �k(hG; fi) 2 A0 if and onlyif hG; fi j= � (see [EF95]). Hence for in�nitely many n there is some f suchthat� for at least 2n2�(ln+2) logn graphs G 2 HalfEdgen it holds that hG; fi j=�, but� for all graphs G 2 HalfEdgen it holds that hG; fi 6j= �.Hence we obtain: for in�nitely many n there is a structureGn = hf1; : : : ; ng; fi such that� Seven� (Gn) � 2n2�(ln+2) logn, but Sodd� (Gn) = 0, if bn2c is even, and� Sodd� (Gn) � 2n2�(ln+2) logn, but Seven� (Gn) = 0, if bn2c is odd.This contradicts Theorem 6.1. 2Now we are ready to prove the separation between 9Perm FO and9UnF FO. It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.3 (c) that nEdge 29UnF FO.6For the de�nition of k-types �k(�) refer to subsection 2.2.27



It is important that the functions in the proof of Lemma 4.3 are allowedto map many vertices to the same vertex. We will show that, in general,this behaviour cannot be simulated by permutations. On the other hand itis easy to show by a similar proof that the restriction of nEdge to graphswith a �xed degree bound k is expressible by permutations.6.3 LemmanEdge 62 9Perm FO.Proof. Let a number, k, of rounds, and a number, l, of permutations begiven and let p := (2l)2k+1. Theorem 6.2 says that Duplicator has a winningstrategy in the modi�ed UF game on HalfEdge. In particular, Duplicatorwins, if Spoiler chooses p2l unary functions and (2k + 1)p unary relations7.Let H1 2 HalfEdge be a graph with vertices 1; : : : ;m that can be chosen byDuplicator according to this winning strategy. In particular, H1 has bm22 cedges.Let n := bm22 c.In the permutation game Duplicator chooses a graph G1 with vertices1; : : : ; n which equalsH1 on f1; : : : ;mg and has no other edges. By de�nitionG1 2 nEdge.Let the permutations f = f1; : : : ; fl be chosen by Spoiler. With N(H1)we denote the 2k-neighbourhood of H1 in the structure hG1; fi.Claim Duplicator can de�ne a graph G2 on f1; : : : ; ng such that(1) G2 has graph edges only on f1; : : : ;mg (we call this subgraph H2);(2) H2 (and therefore G2) has a number of edges di�erent from n = bm22 c.(3) Duplicator has a distance respecting winning strategy in the k-roundEhrenfeucht game on the substructures of hG1; fi and hG2; fi that areinduced by N(H1) and N(H2) respectively. (In the following we usethe notation N(H1) also for the substructure that is induced by thevertices of N(H1).)It is most important for the following that in (3) both structures are equippedwith the same permutations.We encode the structuresN(H1) into p2l additional unary functions and(2k + 1)p additional unary relations on H1 as follows.7We can encode these relations by functions, so as to be able to apply Theorem 6.2.However, the proof will be more transparent, if we use relations here.28



Because the number of vertices in N(H1) is at most pm (this is where weuse that f consists of permutations), there exists a function h which mapsthe vertices of N(H1) in a one to one manner to pairs (y; i) where y 2 H1and i � p is a natural number.Let the unary relations Aij , for every i � p and every j � 2k, be de�nedby y 2 Aij () h(x) = (y; i) for some x 2 N(H1) and d(x;H1) = j:Finally, let the unary functions gji1i2 for every j � l and i1; i2 � p bede�ned as follows. gji1i2(y1) = y2;if for some x1; x2 2 N(H1) it holds that� fj(x1) = x2,� h(x1) = (y1; i1),� h(x2) = (y2; i2).All other values of gji1i2 are de�ned arbitrarily. We will see below howthe gji1i2 help to translate a winning strategy of Duplicator on H1 and H2(with the gji1i2 and Aij) into a winning strategy on N(H1) and N(H2)(without the gji1i2 and Aij). (We note that for the following argument itdoes not hurt if these functions encode more information than f . Noticealso that these functions do not need to be permutations, because we onlywant to apply Theorem 6.2.)By the choice of H1 Duplicator can �nd H2 such that� H2 has a number of edges which is di�erent from n, and� he has a k-round winning strategy on the structures hH1; A; gi andhH2; A; gi.It is easy to see that this winning strategy induces a distance respectingk-round winning strategy on N(H1) and N(H2). E.g., if Spoiler choosesa vertex x1 2 N(H1) then the answer of Duplicator can be computed asfollows:Let (y1; i) = h(x1). Let y2 be the vertex which Duplicator would answerif Spoiler chose y1 in the game on structures hH1; A; gi and hH2; A; gi. Ash(x1) = (y1; i) it holds that y1 2 Aij, for some j, hence y2 2 Aij . Therefore,there exists an x2 with h(x2) = (y2; i) and d(x2;H2) = j. Duplicator choosesthis x2. The de�nition of the gji1i2 assures that this gives rise to a winningstrategy for Duplicator. 29



On the other hand8 hG1 �H1; fi and hG2 �H2; fi are of course isomor-phic via an isomorphism which respects the distance from H1 (resp. H2).By Theorem 2.6 it follows that Duplicator has a k-round winning strat-egy on G1 and G2. 2From this lemma we conclude6.4 Theorem9Perm FO � 9UnF FO.

8Here only those "function edges" are considered, which have both vertices outside Hi.30



7 DiscussionOur investigations have revealed a strict hierarchy within BinNP: quan-ti�cation over successor relations, linear order relations, and partial orderrelations, respectively, gives us increasing expressive power. Furthermore,we showed for a number of other restricted classes of binary relations thatquanti�cation over each of these classes coincides with quanti�cation overeither one of the three classes of order relations.Given these results, the following topics for further research suggestthemselves:� Identify other interesting classes of binary relations, and compare theirexpressive power with those of the ones considered here.� Analyse the �ne structure of our classes: how does quanti�cation over ksuccessor relations compare with quanti�cation over m permutations,etc.� Show for some concrete graph problem L that it is not in BinNP.Although we know that such an L must exist within PSPACE, noconcrete example is known. An example L in NP or coNP would beof particular interest.The latter problem is the most important open problem in this context. Evenwith our most powerful methods for proving non-expressibility, it seems thatsuch a result is not possible at present. It was a combination of these toolswhich gave us the most interesting result of this paper, the separation of9Succ FO from 9LinOrd FO. We hope that further re�nement of suchmethods will eventually lead to nonexpressibility proofs for BinNP andbeyond.References[AF90] M. Ajtai and R. Fagin. Reachability is harder for directed than forundirected �nite graphs. Journal of Symbolic Logic, 55(1):113{150,1990.[Ajt83] M. Ajtai. �11 formulae on �nite structures. Ann. of Pure andApplied Logic, 24:1{48, 1983.[Bal85] J.T. Baldwin. De�nable second order quanti�ers. In J. Barwiseand S. Feferman, editors, Model-Theoretic Logics, pages 445{477.Springer-Verlag, 1985. 31
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